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sk hynix will be showcasing the products at the new fab-22 in korea, expected to begin in 2022. the new fab-22 will be able to produce a range of nand products with capacities from 8gb to 256gb. the company is in advanced talks with major customers and has confirmed the products will be on the market in 2021. sk hynix
inc., headquartered in korea, is the worlds top tier semiconductor supplier offering dynamic random access memory chips (dram), flash memory chips (nandflash)and cmos image sensors (cis) for a wide range of distinguished customers globally. the companys shares are traded on the korea exchange, and the global depository

shares are listed on the luxemburg stock exchange. further information about sk hynix is available at www.skhynix.com, news.com. the company unveiled development of the latest product at the flash memory summit 20222 in santa clara. sk hynix secured global top-tier competitiveness in perspective of cost, performance
and quality by introducing the 238-layer product based on its 4d nand technologies, said jungdal choi, head of nand development at sk hynix in his keynote speech during the event. we will continue innovations to find breakthroughs in technological challenges. bk lee, head of r&d process at sk hynix, commented, the new tlc

nand enables us to double the bit per cell in the same package, and also enables us to be the first company to deliver 1024gb tlc nand, and up to 1tb nand wafers. as the nand flash memory market continues to mature, sk hynix is again investing in further research and development to offer innovative products, said bk lee. our
global leadership in advanced dram process technologies is a key enabler of our nand flash memory business. through the close of the transaction with intel, sk hynix will acquire the intellectual property assets related to the manufacture and design of nand flash memory. we will also continue to use our dram process

technologies to ensure nand flash memory remains a competitive product for future generations of memory.
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SK Hynix is planning to exhibit the product in upcoming events, beginning with Flash Memory Summit in early August, Intel Innovation at the end of September and Open Compute Project (OCP) Global Summit in October, while scheduling to demonstrate a demo with HMSDK as well. The company will actively deploy CXL
memory related business to provide customers with the memory products they need in a timely manner. Lam's dry resist technology has been developed for three years and around 90% of the materials are ready now. In this meeting, Nyla did a demo with us how Lam's dry resist technology can be applied into EUV

lithography. The EUV light provides three or more layers of the same material by using Lam's dry resist technology. After the meeting, I heard from Lam and got the green light from them to proceed. I also explained the vision of Lam's dry resist technology to SK hynix. They are interested to introduce it into their NAND. This is
the journey from an idea to a material. The next conversation I had with SK hynix was to start a journey to apply Lam's dry resist technology into their NAND. I met with their chairman and general manager of memory business unit to start the discussion. One of the most challenging issues for 3D stacked memory is to

overcome the distance and the height difference between the memory layers. What Lam's dry resist technology enables is that it can do the patterning with one single exposure and one single mask, then multiple layers are built. They hope that Lam's dry resist technology can reduce the process cost. 5ec8ef588b
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